[20c.  

_Gudjalabia_

See under 20a. ]

20c*.  

_Gunarda_

Also means 'that' (Glasgow)

_Gunarda_ (Glasgow, AIAS), _Kun-narda_ (Glasgow); _Anbarda_ (a sub-dialect meaning "river mouth" - (Glasgow)

Included in Glasgow's Burera studies.

21.  

_B. GOROGONIC GROUP_

A multiple classifying group with a fairly elaborate tense system.

21.  

_Gorogone***_ South of Tompkinson  

_River (AC)_

_Gungorogone_ (AC, orig. AIAS, Kyle-Little), _Gorogone_ (O'G, 'RLS', SAW), _Gudjertabia_ (alt. name - Glasgow)

Said to be close to Burera but no major study yet undertaken.

IX. NUNGGUBUYAN FAMILY

Characterized by a highly developed system of noun classification (15 classes) and very complex verb structure (7 orders of prefixes and 2 of suffixes). It is also unique in the system of numerals (it has the usual quinary system with a mechanism to expand upwards indefinitely).

Phonologically it has the maximum stop-nasal contrasts at six linear points, (but no glottal), 3 l phonemes, r, 3 semi-vowels, 5 vowels. Stress patterns are: V, VC, CV, CVC and CVCC.